
Leia o case e conheça
as vantagens de ter
a FH como parceira!

BOTICÁRIO GROUP IMPLEMENTS ELECTRONIC
INVOICE SOLUTION WITH FH
When Boticário Group decided to simplify its tax obligations, it chose to implement 
a solution with FH.
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FH's commitment and team
expertise made the Electronic

Invoice (NF-e) project an
absolute success.
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Boticário Group

FH has proven to be a
strategic partner for Boticário

Group in the NF-e project
implementation, and the

team's attitude was critical to
the project's success.
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With more than 3900 points of sale in Brazil and abroad, Boticário Group is the 
world's largest perfumery and cosmetics franchising network. For 11 years, it has 

partnered with FH for SAP consulting projects.

BOTICÁRIO GROUP IMPLEMENTS ELECTRONIC INVOICE SOLUTION WITH FH

Boticário Group offers comprehensive beauty 
solutions and delights consumers for 37 years. 
One of the business units at Boticário Group is 
the company. O Boticário, the world's largest 
perfumery and cosmetics franchising network. 
To meet Boticário Group's tax obligations, the 
Electronic Invoice project brought simplicity, 
consolidating tax documents in a single 
reference database with the possibility of 
monitoring operations in real time.

FH carried out a detailed study of Boticário 
Group's process to understand the operation’s 
specific details and created a strategy for the 
validation tests. The knowledge acquired in 
more than 14 Electronic Invoice 
implementations ensured the system's 
operational efficiency, further strengthening the 
relationship between FH and Boticário Group.

# Implement a robust solution able to process 
issuing more than 40,000 monthly invoices;
# Agile conduction of validation tests in several 
Group companies to comply with the project 
schedule;
# Meet tax legislation requirements with 
attention to Boticário Group's specific 
demands;
# Meet the legal deadline, avoiding fines and 
impact on the Group's operation.

Partner since the implementation of the R/3 
system and with several success stories in 
projects, FH, with its ighly-qualified team for 
projects in several SAP tools, such as ECC, 
CRM, BW, Portal, PI, among others, was 
selected as a success factor.

# 20% reduction in maintenance costs;

# 42% increase in operating performance;

# 60% reduction in storage costs;

# Agility in audit processes;

# Reducing physical storage needs for tax 
documents;

# Eliminating inconsistencies in tax barriers;

# Optimizing time to release goods;

# Reducing labor through process 
automation;

# Increased performance.
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